











































































































1 Part I

Looking at the
circuit we observe the presence

of 1 current source
which is a problem we need

to deal with to use mesh current analysis
The coment source belongs

to one week so we just
use iz aux method 2 1 point

KVL for the top
mesh reads

Rist R is iz Vs 0 1 point

Wealso need to account for the presence of the
dependent source Looking at the circuit we

see that

K R.is 1point














































































































This discussion leads to a total of
3 efs in 3

unknowns is is Vx We now solve them
to find the

Guknowns

I ax a Rig
Their

2k is aR ij Vs R 2 ar is Vs

is pfar
Therefore the open circuit voltage as seen

from terminals and is

Voc VAB Rist 2Riz Ri 2R ai

1
2
1 vs at point

Part II

when we turnoff the independent
source

the dependent one also gets turnedoff This

can besInthexerthe mesh
0.5point














































































































I

currents in Part I if vs O then both

is 0 iz and hence Vx
0 With the

sources off the circuit
looks like

0.5point

Note that the two R resistors
are in parallel

so we draw
to

91212

42k

Combining the
resistors in series we obtain

REQ 212 2 5
Etpoint
















































































































Part II

We connect terminals and andfindthe

short circuit current as

Hise
3

The short amitar isiz ÉWeuse meshcurrent
analysis to find 1 iz iz and Vx

We deal with the current source bywriting

is aux method 2 10.5point

We write KUL for meshes 1 3

KVLformesh I R i is R ie iz V50
0.5point
















































































































KVL formesh 3 2R is iz R is 1 0
5 0.5 point

We assout for the presence of
thedependent sourcewith

170.5point
K R i is

So we have Hefs in
4 unknown 1 iz is Vx Solving

Biz 2 2 is 0 from 3ʳᵈ g

So is 313 212

Substituting in 2ndof
2R iz iz 3Rd 4 Vs 5R iz iz Vs

And
in any ar iris Zak iz iz

so is 29ft Vs

Therefore iscsi i ftp Vs

Part IV
1 point

With the answers to Part IdII
we have

0.25point

Errand














































































































in Isc 12 Vs 0.25point

The reason why RT RN is
not equalto Rea

computed in Part II is because when we ton

off the IVS the dependent source also gets

toned off and its effect is not
taken into

account

Part V

Computing this directly would bequite
involved However we have already done

all the hard work computing the Theremin

equivalent Connecting the
arails is the

same as

This is a non

THEFT inverting opamp

V
R and therefore

E R Vo RISK
It 1 extrapointfor

correctlyarticulating how 24 2 Vs

to use Theremin guvhere I extrapoint
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Part I

As instructed we use modal analysis to figure

out the output voltage
It 1pointWe know VA Vs

KCL at node gives us with ip 0

VB Vs 43 8 0 Ipoint

KCL at node with in 0

Ve Volt ve 0 sprint

From ideal conditions we have

VB Vc 1point
















































































































We have 3 egs in 3 unknowns Vps Vc Vo
so we can solve From the 2nd equation

V0 2Vc 2VB
Substitutinginto the 1stequation

VB Vs VB 243 0 VB Us

Therefore

V0 2VB 4Vs 1point

Part II
When the engineer connect

the load resistor

RL 101 the voltagedrop this
resistor sees

is V0

If the connected
sorce is Vg 3V

then 4 rs 4 3 12710 so thepoint
op amp gets saturated

and Vo LOV

Thereforethepower delivered to the load
is

P V8 100 10W 1point



The rangeof valves for
the voltage source

so that the op amp operate linearly is

OV V0 4ns 108

2 5V Vs4 2 5V 1point

Part III

Since we want to design a circuit with

vo 4Vs we use a

e j
E DEE With this we

love
R

v Vs
1 pointfor R

correctdesign HVs


